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Abstract 

LBL-20091 

Relationships are derived between the iota(1460) partial widths to//, 

{Y'f, W/, and tPI· They can be used to test whether the reported PI 

enhancement is due to iota and to study the SU(3) flavor structure of 

iota d"ecays. 

Submitted to Physics Letters B 
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The purpose of this paper is to present relationships between radiative de

cays of the glueball candidate iota(1460) based on vector meson dominance1 and 

SU(3) flavor symmetry. Using these relationships we can 1) test whether the fYY 

enhancement2 observed at 1420 MeV in t/J -+ lfY'I is due to t/J -+ '' -+ /PI and 

2) determine the SU(3) flavor structure of the iota decay amplitudes. Besides PI 

the decay modes considered are//, w1,and tjyy, for which there are presently ex

perimental upper bounds.2•3 As a guide to the reliability of these relationships I 

conclude with a brief review of comparable relationships amo1_1g p-+ 1r1, w -+ 1r1, 

tP -+ 1r/ and 7r -+ II· 

I want first to discuss the s<>-i:alled "nonet symmetry" assumption - in fact not 

a symmetry at all but a dynamical hypothesis of equality for flavor singlet and 

octet amplitudes. ~ "nonet symmetry", or, perhaps more accurately, "singlet

octet equality", would i~ply equal singlet and octet wave functions, equal binding 

energies for singlet and octet, and therefore ideal mixing. The success of the OIZ 

rule4 and ideal mixing for p, w, and 4> suggests that "1-8 equality" is an attractive 

hypothesis for the vector mesons, but the large deviations from ideal mixing in 

the pseudoscalar channel (the essence of the U(1) problems) mean that we must 

approach 1-8 equality for pseudoscalar amplitudes with caution. In the following 

analysis I will assume 1-8 equality for the vector channel but not the pseudoscalar. 

We characterize the qq portion of the iota wave function by a mixing angle 8., 

£ = cos8,t1 + sinB,ts (1) 

Even if iota is predominantly a glueball we must allow for substantial 8, ::f: o since 

the mixing with the qq sector may not be flavor symmetric. For instance, the 

predominance of £ -+ K K 1r could be a consequence of helicity enhancement for 

gg-+ ;§s in the JP = o- channel.5 

In terms of Lorentz scalar amplitudes 7 the partial widths are 

ms 
f(t-+ II) = -• 17(t-+ 11)12 

647r 

(m2 m2 )s 
r(,-+ v,) = •- v 17(,-+ v 1 )1 2 

327rm~ 

and the vector meson dominance (VMD) approximation is 
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(2) 

(3) 



1'(La-+ T"f) = I: ; 1'(La-+ V"'f). 
V=p,w,~ Y 

(4) 

From SU(3) symmetry and ideal mixing of w- ~it follows that 1'(t1 -+ V"'f) are in 

the ratio p : w : ~ = 1:!: - 'J/f. The couplings e/fv are in the same ratios using the 

same assumptions. For :1(La-+ V"'f) we must also invoke 1-8 equality for the v~ctor 

mesons (but n21 for iota) to find the ratios p: w : ~ = 1 : l : 2f.. The couplings fv, 

determ1ned from IU47r = a 2mrf3r(V-+ e+e-), are8 1;/47r = 1.93 ± .10,I!/47r = 
21.0 ± 1.4, and l;/47r = 13.8 ± .6. The SU(3) prediction for 1;1 I! is valid to 10% 

but disagrees by 25% for l;!f:; as might be expected given the large~- p mass 

difference. I will use the experimental values for the I~ with phases taken from the 
SU(3) predictions. 

I also include two cor~ections due to the large width of the rho meson. The first 

is purely kinematical: in place of eq. (3) which is valid for rv(TOT) << mv, we 
should calculate the process that is actually observed, '-+ P"'f -+ 7r7r"'f, including a 

Breit-Wigner pole for p and computing the three body phase space. The result is a 

20% correction of eq. (3), 

(m2 - m2) 3 

r(, -+ n -+ 1r 7r"'f) = (.80) ~"'1rms' 1.1(' -+ nl2 

• 
(5) 

The analogous corrections for w and ~ are completely negligible. The second cor

rection is to replace 1, by I""'' defined by 1:n.1 47r = 3m!r ,/2k! = 2.97 ± .10. M. 
shown by Yennie et al.1 this prescription precisely accounts for the extrapoiation 

from p2 = m! where f, is measured in p-+ e+e- to p2 = 0 where it is applied in eq. 
(4).* For w the analogous correction is negligible while for~ it may be significant 

though smaller than for p and more model dependent.' I shall take 1,-+ 1;,.., in eq. 

(4) but leave lw and I~ as measure~ in ~/w-+ e+e-.•• While the two corrections, 

eq. (5) and 1, -+ l,n, are each substantial, they tend to cancel and their net effect 

is to change the result, eq. (6) below, by only a few percent. 

Fl.nally we combine eqs.(1-5) and the assumptions discussed above to obtain the 

result 

•The correction ia cancelled in photoproduction but nol in eq. (4). I lhank D. Yennie for a diacuaiion 
of thia point 

.. Amusingly the experimental ratios'""": 1;,: I• are nearer lhe SU(3) prediction lhan /,: / .. : f•· 
Though possibly a fluke, lhia mighl reflect improved SU(3) symmetry for couplings all compared 
at q2 = 0 rather than for q2, from m! to m:. 
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f(L-+ "Y"Y) = .625 (1- m!)
3 

(1.34-e-)
2 

G(x) 2 

f(L-+ P"'f-+ 7r7r"'f) m: /pn 
(6) 

where 

G(x) = (1 + .51x)/(1 + x) (7) 

and the unknown parameter x is 

_ :1(Ls -+ "YP) 
x=tanB.·-rc .) 

J L1-+ "YP 
(8) 

From the relations among the :1(La-+ V"'f) given above we obtain two more predic-

tions, 

f(L -+ W"'f) = (.085)f(L -+ P"'f -+ 7r7r"'f) (9) 

f(L-+ ~"Y) = (.063)H(x) 2f(L-+ P"'f-+ 7r7r"'f) (10) 

where 

• H(x) = (1- 2x)/(1 + x) (11) 

Equation (9) follows from 1'(t -+ n) = 31'(t -+ W"'f), a consequence of SU(3) 

symmetry and 1-8 equality for~ and w. An analogous relation should hold regard

less of the source of the P"Y enhancement. The present upper limit for the left side 

of eq. (9) is a factor 25 below the right side if the observed P"'f enhancement is 

identified with iota. 2 

Equations (6) and (10) give two constraints on x. If f(t-+ "Y"Y)/f(t-+ n) and 

f(t-+ h)/f(L-+ n) are measured, they determine x and test the reliability of this 

analysis. For the present, if we attribute the 1420 MeV P"Y enhancement to iota, eqs. 

(6) and (10) imply constraints on x that follow from the upper bounds on L -+ "Y"Y 

and L-+ h· We define {J,"'f,O,f. by B(L-+ KK1r) > {J, f(L-+ "Y"Y) ·B(L-+ KK1r) < 
"'~• r(,-+ n-+ n"'f)/B(t-+ KK1r) = 6 and r(t-+ h)/f(t-+ n-+ 7r7r"'f) < £. 

Then the constraints on x are 

11.7. ff 
JG(x)J < TV 6 =Go 
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t,:_ , ... '"'\ ..,, 

IH(x)l < 4.0Jf = Ho (13) 

A plausible assessment of current data is {J = l• since £ --+ 4'11" only occurs signifi

cantly in pp at8 ~ 40% of KK'II" (which for our purposes we regard conservatively 

as an upper bond), f1'11"'11" is bounded9 by B(t--+ f111"11")/B(t--+ KK'II") < .26 (90% 

CL), leaving only f1 1'11"'11" (which could be significant despite the small phase space) 

unaccounted. Presently the other values are3 1 = 2KeV and2 
E = 1.6 ± 0.4, with 

the putative value2 6 = 2.0± .75 MeV. Then Go= .74 ± .14, H0 = 5.1 ± .6, and 

eqs. (12) and (13) together yield the constraints x ~ - 2.0 or x ~ 1.1. 

. This domain already excludes the hypothesis that iota decays like a flavor singlet, 

6, = 0 = x. To get a feeling for the terrain in x, definer= v'21'(ta--+ IP)/ 

1'(t1 --+ IP), which would equal unity if 1-8 equality held for iota. Then x = r tan 

6.jv'2. If iota decayed like an 88 state then tan 6, = -v'2 and x = -r. The above 

constraints would then imply r < -1 or r > 2. An educated guess is that r is likely 

to be positive and of order one, like the analogous quantity in 11 and 11' decays.10 

The constraints on x become very powerful if the experimental limits are im

proved so that G0 is less than the asymptotic value of IGI --+ .5 and H0 less than 

IHI --+ 2. From figure 1 we see that the first condition forces x to the neighborhood 

ofx = -2 while the second forces it to x = + l· In fact, Go< l implies x < -1.5 

while H0 < 2 implies x > - .25, two incompatible conditions. Our analysis would 

then be inconsistent with identification of the entire fYY enhancement with iota. We 

can see from figure (1) that incompatible constraints are also possible when only 

one of the conditions G0 < l or Ho < 2 are satisfied. 

To gauge the reliability of this analysis, I have compared the analogous rela

tionships for 'IT --+ 11, p --+ 11"1, w --+ 'tr'Y and 4> --+ 11"1 with present experimental 

data.6 Using SU(3) symmetry, ideal mixing, and 1-8 equality for w and t/>, we pre

dict M.(w --+ '~~"I) = 3M.(p --+ 11"1) or r(w --+ 11"1)/r(p --+ 11"1) = 9.5, within 2u 

of the experimental value 12.2 ± 1.6. The prediction M.(t/> --+ 11"1) = 0 measures 

the deviation from ideal mixing and 1-8 equality. Using the measured value for 

r(tj> --+ 11"1)/r(w --+ 11"1) the deviation from ideal mixing is at the 5% level in the 

amplitude, i.&, 4>- 88 ± .05(uu + dd)fv'2. 

We test vector meson dominance with the relationship 
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3a 3 { r('ll"--+ II)= 16m .. 
4'11" r(p--+ '~~"I) 
-,2 k3 + 

,..., p 

2 

4'11" r(w --+ 11"1)} 
!~ k! 

(14) 

In addition to vector meson dominance, eq. (14) assumes ideal mixing and singlet

octet equality for w- t/>, the SU(3) phase (but not the magnitude) for fwM.(p --+ 
11"1)/ /pM.(w --+ 11"1), with the finite width correction /p --+ /p .... discussed above. 

Equation (14) yields r('ll" --+ 11) = 8.05 ± .68 eV, in excellent agreement with the 

data, 7.95 ±.55 eVS or 7.25 ± .22 eV.U Had we used the naive vector dominance 

relation with fp rather than /p .... , we would have found 9.84± .90 eV, in significantly 

poorer agreement. 

This suggests that the analysis of iota decays is reliable at the ~ 25% level, 

with the greatest uncertainty due to SU(3) symmerty breaking. If the limits on 

r(t--+ 11)/B(t--+ KK11") 2 and r(t--+ t/>1) · B(t--+ KK'II") are improved by factors 

of ~ 2 and ~ 6 respectively, with an added safety margin for the theoretical uncer

tainly, then G0 < l and Ho < 2 and we could conclude that the PI enhancement 

cannot be fully attributable to iota. Further improvement in the experimental lim

its would exclude identification of an increasingly smaller fraction of the observed 

PI enhancement with iota. Within the limitations of the - 25% theoretical uncer

tainty, ·we can also use eqs. (6)-(11) to test the consistency of future measurements 

of the 11, fYY, WI, and t/>1 partial widths and to determine the flavor structure 

parameter x defined in eq. (8). 
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Figure 1. 

Figure Caption 

The functions G and H. 
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